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1. Interaction with Regulators

Inter Provincial Sales Tax Coordination
Committee (IPSTCC) Meeting

On 30th October 2021 through video link and on
11th December 2021 at SRB Head office Karachi
the IAP representatives met IPSTCC, the following
sales tax issues and industry recommendations were
presented.

Sales Tax on Reinsurance

Sindh province has levied Sindh Sales Tax on
reinsurance, without realizing the fact that reinsurance
is neither a service nor a separate activity from the
original insurance contract. Further, levy of Sindh
Sales Tax on reinsurance activity is also against the

fundamental principle of value addition tax regime
across the globe. Reinsurance is actually part of the
main insurance arrangement, as certain portion of
the risk assured in the insurance contract is hedged.
 Accordingly, premium is passed on to the reinsurer
on which tax has already been levied. The reinsurance
and insurance companies (being retro cessionaires)
are effectively partners in sharing risk of policy
holders as per the provisions of section 42 of the
Insurance Ordinance, 2000 and accordingly share
risk & premium arising therefrom. The levy of sales
tax on reinsurance tantamount to double taxation,
since sales tax was already paid by insurance
companies on whole of premium received from
policy holders including insurance premium ceded
therefrom to the re-insurance company. It is on
account of this that sales tax has not been imposed
on reinsurance in any other jurisdiction in the world.
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Furthermore, charging of sales tax on reinsurance
from 2011, which has also not been enforced by
SRB because of this realization, will make PRCL
virtually insolvent, besides increasing the cost of
insurance for the policy holders rendering the entire
insurance sector unviable.

Considering the above, the IAP proposed that
reinsurance activity be exempted from levy of Sindh
Sales since inception. SRB has collected around Rs.
2.58 Billion from PRCL in the past as sales tax on
reinsurance. Due to the difficulty of SRB in giving
refund and only to adjust the amount collected from
PRCL, both IAP & PRCL agreed and confirmed the
following arrangements that were earlier submitted
to SRB:

i. Sales tax on local reinsurance only to be charged
effective prospectively from a date to be pre-
agreed;

ii. Sales tax on foreign reinsurance to be exempted
from levy of sales tax both in the past and in the
future. Hence it will not be included in the
scheme under discussion.

iii. Sales Tax on local reinsurance to be made exempt
ab initio till the above pre-agreed date and
withdrawal by SRB of all reinsurance related
notices issued in respect of the periods prior to
this date.

iv. PRCL shall commence issuing sales tax invoices
and collecting sales tax on reinsurance effective
from the pre-agreed date. PRCL shall pay two
third of the output tax collected from the local
insurance companies to SRB for each period as
discharge of its total output tax liability for that
period and retain one third, to be adjusted against
Rs. 2.58 Billion already recovered by SRB until
this amount is fully adjusted;

v. Full adjustment of input tax shall be allowed to
the insurance companies against sales tax on the
local reinsurance. Furthermore, in order to avoid
a net-outflow of financial resources on account
of time differences or any other reason for
disallowance of input tax adjustment, you are
requested to prescribe a procedure for claiming
adjustment of input tax in the same month
irrespective of whether the same has subsequently
been deposited by PRCL or not;

vi. SRB shall make reinsurance exempt from sales
tax once the amount of Rs. 2.58 Billion recovered
from PRCL is fully adjusted; and

vii. This arrangement is proposed without prejudice
to the constitutional petitions filed by the
insurance companies before the Hon’ble High
Court of Sindh.

Sales Tax on Life Insurance

From 1st July 2019 SRB has made individual life
insurance subject to 3% sales tax whereas group life
insurance is subject to normal sales tax rate at 13%
in Sindh. Similarly, sales tax has also been levied
from 1st November 2018 on life insurance at 16%
by PRA in Punjab. KPRA has introduced 15% sales
tax on life insurance from 1st July 2021 while BRA
has imposed 15% sales tax on life insurance from
1st July 2015.

As submitted to the tax authorities on various
occasions that the Life Insurance is a key savings
and investment vehicle available to the public at
large, Investment plays a key role in the economic
development and growth, and Pakistan’s low savings
and investment rate is a major reason for its
underdevelopment. Pakistan is behind regional peers
and world average in the critical indicator of
Investment to GDP ratio. While Pakistan’s investment
to GDP ratio stands at less than 15% of GDP, Sri
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Lanka, Bangladesh and India’s investment to GDP
ratio is around 30% and above. Levy of sales tax
on life insurance, which should be viewed as a
significant tool of savings and investment for people,
besides helping in improving financial inclusion
objectives of Federal and Provincial Governments
of Pakistan, will seriously undermine this sector and
such objectives.

IAP feels that application of sales tax on this
important investment vehicle will be counter-
productive to the Government’s Financial Inclusion
Drive and would make savings through life insurance
policies highly unattractive for the people of Pakistan.
On the other hand, forcing thousands of individual
policy holders to make direct investments would be
costly and ineffective. It is also worth mentioning
here that investment in all other sectors (Bank
deposits, stock market, mutual funds etc.) is not
subject to Sales Tax. Levying sales tax on life
insurance sector will jeopardize investment in the
sector and will further deteriorate the already low
penetration of Life Insurance sector of 0.57% in
Pakistan as compared to global average of 3.3%.

In cognizance of all the factors above, sales tax on
life insurance has previously remained exempt in
Sindh as well in the Federal Government. Also, that
life insurance premiums in almost all jurisdictions
worldwide are exempt (other than India where it is
taxed at a lower rate and only on non-investment
portion).

IAP members have contested the levy of provincial
sales tax on life insurance in the Hon’able Sindh
High Court and Lahore High Court. However, with
a view to resolve the long outstanding issue in good
faith and in recognition of provinces’ needs to
generate tax revenues, the industry has proposed
that they are willing to agree to imposition of sales
tax on management charge/ fee since life insurance
companies manage the funds of their policyholders

and charge a fee against it. Consequently, it would
be appropriate to levy sales tax on the Investment
Management Charge (IMC) of companies providing
Unit Linked Policies and on Policy Fee of the
companies providing with-profit policies (SLIC),
against which input taxmay be adjusted by them.
The aggregate amount of the IMC and Policy Fee
respectively for the year ended December 2019 was
Rs. 4.1 billion and Rs. 600 million. IAP members
have proposed to pay full sales tax on IMC/ Policy
Fee as the case may be, further it must be made
applicable prospectively after necessary
amendments in the provincial sales tax Act and
issuance of a retrospective exemption for all past
periods. Estimated sales tax on such fees will be
Rs. 611 million for the Financial Year 2020-21.  

Sales Tax on Health Insurance

Health insurance provides a modicum of social
security to common individuals and its penetration
as a percentage of GDP should be encouraged by
all possible means so that this relief may be availed
by a broad spectrum of our population. Currently,
health services are not taxed when availed directly
whereas Health insurance has been brought in the
ambit of sales tax as the provinces have inserted
health insurance in the schedule for taxable services
in the provincial tax laws. It has temporarily been
exempted from application of sales tax for a fixed
period via notifications and zero rate mechanism
(exempted until 30th June 2022 in Sindh while only
individual health is zero rated in Punjab, group
health is subject to 16% tax and in KPRA health is
taxed at 1% from 1st July 2021).

However, this temporary exemption may be
withdrawn at any time posing a challenge for
policyholders and the insurance sector making health
insurance unviable. This is even more troublesome
in the wake of the devastating effects of COVID-
19. Health Insurance in all provinces must be
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permanently exempted.

Sales Tax on Agent Commission

Sindh Finance Act 2019 has included the services
of insurance agents in Second Schedule of the Sindh
Sales Tax on Services Act 2011, thereby making the
services of insurance agents and brokers subject to
sales tax. Further via a notification No. SRB-3-
4/21/2019 dated July 1, 2019, the said services have
been made subject to tax at reduced rate of 5%. PRA
after the Punjab Finance Act 2021 has also imposed
5% sales tax on agent commission from 1st July
2021. Services rendered by insurance agents are
taxable in Baluchistan at 15%. Agent Commission
is also taxable in KPK at 8% for non-corporate
insurance agents and at 15% for corporate insurance
agents.

An important reason for low insurance penetration
in Pakistan is lack of developed delivery channels,
including limited access to technology. Under these
circumstances, about 200,000 insurance agents in
the industry play a vital role in increasing the
insurance penetration. Most of these agents are lower
middle-class individuals supplementing their incomes
with meagre insurance commissions. It is worth
noting that insurance companies fall under the highly
regulated sectors of the economy and all payments
of commission made are already subject to income
tax withholding for individuals earning over Rs.
500k/ year at 12% and below Rs.500k/ year at 8%
& 8% for corporate agents and brokers. Imposition
of sales tax on commission has made this activity
unviable for them.

Sales tax on commission income from reinsurers

In January 2020 SRB served notices to insurance
companies on applicable sales tax on reinsurance
commission income for the tax year 2012 onwards.
Since IAP contention is that reinsurance is not a

separate service and is part of the primary insurance
contract, the commission income should not be
taxable.

Insurance Provided to Banks: territorial
jurisdiction and harmonization of sales tax
collection

IAP members have informed the Commission that
their commercial banks clients have received notices
from PRA on the matter of sales tax on insurance.
It has been inquired that while insurance has been
provided to the commercial bank, no sales tax has
been paid for branches located in Punjab. The Bank
has paid all applicable sales tax in Sindh. 

The Commission was informed that in the case of
insurance provided to commercial banks with respect
to their branches and operations located across
Pakistan, the insurance policies are all arranged and
negotiated on the level of the head offices of the
banks. In case this is in Karachi, Sindh, the insurance
originates from and terminates at their head office
in Sindh, and all the premiums and claims are also
settled in Sindh. On account of this, sales tax is
charged and deposited with SRB in Sindh under the
relevant provisions of Sindh Sales Tax on Services
Act 2011 and Sindh Sales Tax on Services Special
Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2014. This would
similarly apply in case of other banks with their
head offices based in Punjab.

IAP through its consultant discussed the matter with
the Board Members of SRB. IAP has been made to
understand that the conflict in legislation in the
matter of territorial jurisdiction on sales tax on
services based on origination or termination of
services is under deliberation in the National Tax
Council (NTC). IAP has also been assured that its
harmonization in due course will soon be achieved
on the forum of the NTC so that such questions of
law and jurisdiction are settled for facilitation of the
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taxpayers.

Keeping in view of the above position, requested
PRA to suspend any further proceedings on this
matter till the time this is resolved in the NTC.

Sales Tax Withholding

SRB through notification dated 29th June 2020
“Amendments in Sindh Sales Tax Special Procedure
(withholding) Rules 2014” has reintroduced
withholding of sales tax on insurance (apart from
individual health and life insurance), following
which clients are required to withhold 20% of the
sales tax amount invoiced and pay 80% to insurance
companies. This creates unnecessary accounting
and operational difficulties. Historically Insurance
along with other services such as banking,
telecommunication, airport operators etc. had been
excluded from withholding requirement.

IAP recommended that since insurance is a well-
documented sector, the treatment applied to banking,
telecommunications etc. should be extended to the
insurance sector.

Inadmissibility of input tax claims on certain
services

From June 2020 onwards, insurance companies
received letters from SRB where input tax claim on
several services were disallowed and an assessed
amount for this inadmissible input tax claim was
demanded.

The list of services which have been disallowed
include auto workshop services, tracking services,
hotel and restaurant, telecommunications, alarm
services, commission agents, contract execution,
erection commission and installation services, event
management, fumigation services, production house,
security agencies, technical scientific and engineering

consultants, surveyors, valuation and evaluation
services, car and automobile dealers etc.

The above services may be received by the insurance
companies or paid by them as part of claims expense,
there is no justification why these are classified as
inadmissible for sales tax input. If these are made
inadmissible, it will increase the cost of services to
the insurance company as well as increase the claim
cost by the sales tax amount.

Meeting with Commissioner Insurance

IAP met Ms. Sadia Khan Commissioner Insurance
on 20th October 2021 and 29th March 2022, the
following matters were discussed

• Insurance Products on CDC Emlaak
Financials Portal: CDC is making necessary
IT changes to add health, personal accident and
travel insurance in the portal. Emlaak faces
competition from other aggregators  and
companies who are already selling insurance
products online. To be successful it will need a
national awareness campaign push like Sehat
Sahulat Card. SECP agreed to check results of
mutual funds sales through Emlaak and get an
update from MUFAP (how successful has the
portal been to introduce mutual funds to general
public).

• Motor Third Party Insurance/ Road Safety
Act 2022: IAP shared its comments with SECP
on 12th April 2022. Ms. Sadia Khan suggested
media attention to get noticed and the No Fault
Insurance will need strong publicity campaign
for people to know their rights.

• CDC’s Proposed Auto Repository: IAP in
principle agreed with the idea of creating an
auto repository but requested SECP to devise a
suitable model to encourage industry adoption
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and to support bringing the project cost down.
Detailed IAP comments can be found in Accident
Committee portion of this report

• Federal Insurance Fee: Ms. Sadia Khan
reiterated that matters such as FIF where SECP
has little say, should be part of a larger proposal
design aimed at the Federal Government.

• IAP Comments on AML/CFT Regulations
2020: Ms. Sadia Khan advised to share the
comments again and to be separately discussed
with SECP AML team. She was of the view that
there could be differences in interpretation which
is causing on-site inspection teams to require
strict compliance. Needed clarifications will be
issued by SECP in line with insurance being low
risk profile industry in context of AML/CFT.

• PRCL’s Capacity and Industry Concerns:
PRCL’s inability to furnish claim payments has
been a challenge for the industry and its
inadequate capacity is creating market uncertainty
and insecurity.

• IFRS-17 Implementation: SECP has completed
the gap analysis feedback and the next phase
“Financial Impact Assessment” has been
announced for completion set for December
2022.

• Insurance Awareness and Promotion
Campaign: IAP briefed SECP that it needs Rs.
200 million annually to carry out an effective
awareness campaign with funding from Federal
Insurance Fee and SECP’s Annual Supervision
Fee. SECP was of the view that they do not have
any funds to spare but are working on requesting
support from Asian Development Bank.

• Draft Insurance Ordinance (Amendment)
Bill, 2020: Pending at SECP Policy Board.

• Sales Tax & Sales Tax on Reinsurance: SECP
has forwarded industry recommendations to
FBR.

• Compulsory Workmen Compensation/
Employers’ Liability Insurance:SECP’s
support is needed in ensuring Workmen
Compensation Act is enforced.

• Compulsory Corporate Health Insurance:
SECP’s support is needed in ensuring
Compulsory Corporate Health Insurance is
introduced for all corporate employees.

• Insurance Ordinance Section 166: Ms. Sadia
Khan agreed that public property insurance
should be open to the private insurers/
competition but stated that the matter is beyond
her control. Structural reforms in state run
companies are needed but cannot be brought
around by SECP alone.

• Reinsurance Brokers Regulations: Ms. Sadia
Khan said that she was hoping for industry
support in the legal case filed in SHC, SECP is
confident that the court will allow the regulations.

• IAP Recommendations for Simplification of
SECP Compliance Requirements: SECP will
check the status and respond on IAP
recommendations.

• Annual Supervision Fee: SECP was not
convinced to reduce or reallocate the fee but
agreed to carry the message forward.

• Unit Linked Funds Performance Aggregator
on IAP’s Website: SECP was updated that UAT
is underway and expected to be launched soon.

• Web Based Data Collection from Industry:
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Progress update was given that UAT is underway
to be completed by June 2022.

Meeting with CEO PRCL Mr. Farmanullah
Zarkoon

On 1st December 2021 the following representatives
met CEO PRCL Mr. Farmanullah Zarkoon.

Mr. Azfar Arshad
Mr. Baber Mahmood Mirza
Mr. Faisal Khan
Mr. Kamran Arshad Inam
Mr. Abdul Haye
Mr. Shabbir Gulamali
Mr. Altaf Gokal

The following matters came under discussion:

PRCL’s agreement with SRB on settlement of
amounts already collected by SRB as sales tax on
reinsurance

CEO PRCL commented that the matter will be
discussed separately with IAP Taxation Committee
and in presence of Syed Asad Ali Shah, he opined
that based on his discussion with SRB the matter
will be resolved soon.

Reinsurance Business Returns Under PIC/PRC
(Compulsory Surplus Reinsurance) Regulations,
1978

PRCL has reverted from the earlier agreed
bordereaux submission mechanism (25th October
2018) that treaty-wise top 25 entries for all
proportional treaties both “Quota Share” and
“Surplus” to be provided by the insurers to PRCL.
PRCL has now demanded all insurers for complete
submission of the bordereaux for all lines of business
every quarter citing objections from their external
auditors (Grant Thornton). This has been argued by

IAP through its letters dated 6th July 2021 and 13th
September 2021 but the matter remains unresolved.

CEO PRCL was of the view that both PRCL and
the Industry has merits in their arguments and that
the 1978 regulations need to be amended, however
until these amendments are not promulgated the law
has to be followed. i.e. full bordereaux has to be
submitted by every insurer to PRCL. The CEO
commented that he will look into the matter and
requested IAP for a nomination to be a part of the
group working on revamping reinsurance regulations.

Meeting with Chief Secretary Sindh

IAP delegation accompanied by Syed Asad Ali Shah
met Chief Secretary Sindh Dr. Sohail Rajput on 24th
May 2022 where the Sindh sales tax on insurance
products was discussed. The IAP delegation raised
the challenges faced by the insurance industry with
the Chief Secretary and he favourably received all
concerns. He further suggested to share proposed
legal amendments with him so that they may be
taken up at the pre-budget meeting with the Chief
Minister, which were sent on 30th May 2022.

The IAP delegation comprised of the following:

Syed Asad Ali Shah
Mr. Farrukh Rasheed
Syed Shahid Abbas
Mr. Muhammad Rashid
Mr. Farmanullah Zarkoon

IAP Letter to Syed Naveed Qamar, Minister of
Commerce

On 19th May 2022 IAP wrote to the new Minister
of Commerce Syed Naveed Qamar, drawing his
attention towards insurance industry’s sales tax
issues and need for the Ministry of Commerce to
play its role in convincing provincial governments
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in reconsidering sales tax imposition on life
insurance, health insurance, reinsurance and agents’
commission.

IAP Letters to Federal and Provincial
Governments

In February 2022 Chairman IAP wrote to Mr. Abdul
Razak Dawood (the then Advisor for Commerce,
Textile and Investment Ministry of Commerce), Mr.
Shaukat Tarin (then Minister for Finance and
Revenue), Sardar Usman Ahmed Khan Buzdar (then
Chief Minister Punjab), Syed Murad Ali Shah (Chief
Minister Sindh) and Mr. Makhdoom Hashim Jawan
Bakht (then Minister for Finance Punjab).

IAP highlighted as how the imposition of provincial
sales tax on Life Insurance, Health Insurance,
Reinsurance and Agent Commission has adversely
affected the local Insurance industry and informed
as under:

The Insurance industry has paid over Rs. 24.6 billion
in taxes and over Rs. 179 billion in claims to policy
holders in 2021, the industry employees around
150,000 people directly and indirectly and is an
integral part of the economy helping all other business
sectors. The industry has often reiterated that the
imposition of provincial sales tax on reinsurance,
life insurance, health insurance and agent commission
have adversely impacted the growth of the insurance
sector with increased cost of doing business. 

Service tax and the policy uncertainty is a major
reason for Pakistan to have the lowest insurance
penetration in the region. The imposition is also
against the Federal Government’s policy objectives
of financial inclusion and improved ease of doing
business in Pakistan.

The Insurance industry is not averse to taxation and
has paid over Rs. 24.6 billion in taxes this year,

insurance is in fact a leading contributor in provincial
sales tax deposits. Insurance industry has been paying
sales tax on products such as motor, property, travel
etc. but the unfair treatment of life & health products
and double taxation of reinsurance needs the
Government’s urgent attention.

Reinsurance Business Returns Under PIC/PRC
(Compulsory Surplus Reinsurance) Regulations,
1978 and Reconciliation

The following three matters came under EC’s
discussion this year.

i. PRCL Business Returns/ Bordereaux
Requirement

The following SECP email was received by
members

“Your kind attention is drawn towards Section
43(2) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 which
states that “every insurer shall submit to the
Company in such manner and form and within
such period as may be prescribed by regulations,
a statement relating to his business reinsured
with the Company under sub-section (2) of
section 42.

AND WHEREAS, Regulation 3(2) of the Pakistan
Insurance Corporation (Compulsory Surplus
Reinsurance) Regulations, 1978 states that “the
statements mentioned in sub-regulation (1) shall,
unless the Corporation directs otherwise, be
furnished within the periods specified below:-

(i) Quarterly statements supported by premium and
losses paid bordereaux - within [twenty-one,
twenty-five, twenty-one and thirty, for the 1st,
2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters, respectively,] days
following the last day of March, June, September,
and December each year.
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In this regard, Pakistan Reinsurance Company
Limited vide its letter dated December 21, 2021
informed the Commission that M/s. X has not
been providing the said Premium and Paid Loss
Bordereaux along with the quarterly statements.
Accordingly, the Company is advised to comment
on the aforementioned violations of the law.”

A letter was sent to SECP on 18th April 2022
where IAP informed SECP that the matter has
been under discussion between IAP and PRCL,
an agreement was reached in October 2018 that
treaty-wise top 25 entries for all proportional
treaties both “Quota Share” and “Surplus” to be
provided by the insurers to PRCL, however
PRCL is now demanding all insurers for complete
submission of the bordereaux for all lines of
business every quarter.

IAP believes such information demand from
RPCL is neither “relevant” nor “reasonable” and
therefore requested PRCL to explain the
information’s intent and purpose.

ii. General Ledgers of Last 10 Years

In March 2022 PRCL wrote to several member
companies requesting general ledgers for the
past 10 years, presumably to reconcile accounts.

IAP EC was of the view that sharing these
voluminous ledgers is not the most efficient and
effective way to reconcile accounts and the EC
plans to discuss the matter with PRCL. 

iii. Provision for information of Balances due from
& due to other insurers / reinsurers

SECP wrote to all insurers and auditors on
reconciliation of accounts, amounts receivable
and payable to other insurers including PRCL.

On 7th February 2022 the following IAP advisory
was issued to all members

“IAP has been informed that SECP has obtained
details from all insurers of receivables and
payable from other insurers in the industry, after
assessing these details SECP has observed
differences in balances due to and from insurer/
reinsurers and has asked insurers to submit a
reconciliation.

Not with standing the challenges associated with
fully reconciling all balances appearing in
insurers accounts, and for the greater good and
benefit of the industry, IAP requests all members
to facilitate each other in the reconciliation
process on priority.

The Commission has highlighted their concern
on significant differences appearing in balances
across the industry impacting net assets, profits,
and solvency of all insurers. IAP strongly
suggests a thorough reconciliation of balances
to address the Commission’s concern and
therefore requests members to extend their full
cooperation in providing the needed information
and responding to each other’s queries.”

Launch of SECP Portal for banks for accessing
 statutory  records of registered companies/ Access
Requested for Insurance Companies

Last year on 16th February 2021 SECP launched
an online portal for banks to provide them real time
access to statutory records of companies, thus
enabling them to open corporate accounts without
seeking physically certified copies of statutory
documents.

IAP appreciated the Commission’s initiative to ease
AML CDD requirements for accessing records of
registered companies through the portal and since
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Insurance companies also require similar documents
from registered companies, IAP requested the access
to also be extended to all Member companies at the
earliest.

On 16th March 2021 SECP acknowledged IAP’s
request and intimated that they have commenced
works to grant access to IAP members, list of all
IAP members and list of common documents
required to be accessed through the portal were
shared with SECP to create individual portal login
details and grant them access.

In August 2021 SECP informed that the following
pricing structure will be used for Insurance
Companies to use the Portal as being charged from
Banks, which was agreed by IAP.

Company Kind Fee for accessing same
information through 
Online portal

Private Limited Company Rs. 1,100/-
Public Limited Company Rs. 2,000/-

Following information/ documents will be available
through the portal.

a. Company profile showing authorized and paid-
up capital,  subscribers, directors, auditors,
registered office address (as per recent return
filed)

b. Certificate of Incorporation
c. Application for company incorporation (Inc

Form II)
d. Memorandum of Association
e. Articles of Association
f. Latest accepted Form A/B and
g. Latest accepted Form 29

In May 2022 SECP requested additional feedback
from IAP on ensuring only authorized use of this
service and timely payments by IAP members to

SECP, before granting access to insurance companies.
IAP responded on 17th June 2022 with principle
agreement and specific clarifications needed by the
Commission. As this report is being sent into printing
the final deliberations are being done and the portal’s
access for insurance companies is expected soon.

2. Budgetary and other Proposals

Sales Tax on Life and Health Insurance in KPK

From 1st July 2021 the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Government imposed 15% sales tax on life insurance
and 1% on health insurance, a letter was drafted by
Mr. Rashid Anwer of M/s Khalid Anwer & Co.
arguing the imposition and its adverse effects on
these products.

The letter was sent on 6th October 2021 to KPRA,
so far no response has been received.

IAP Letter to FBR for extension in time for
adopting digital mode of Payment

IAP had sent a letter to FBR dated 18th October
2021 seeking relaxation from all payments to be
made through digital means till March 2022.

The Finance (Supplementary) Bill, 2021 had
restricted the applicability of the provisions of
Section 21(la) till the time it may be notified by the
Board (FBR) but no date has been announced by
FBR yet.

IAP had also intimated SECP through a letter dated
11th November 2021, and the Life Committee wrote
to FPCCI, bringing the challenges posed by switching
all payments to digital modes.

Taxation Proposals 2022-23

The Taxation and Legislation Committee of IAP
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finalized the budget 2022-23 proposals based on
comments received from members, the budget
proposal was then sent to the Federal Board of
Revenue, Punjab Revenue Authority, Sindh Revenue
Board and Securities and Exchange Commission of
Pakistan directly and also forwarded through FPCCI.

The proposal carried suggestions in respect of the
following

• Withdrawal of amendments made in Rule 6(B)
of Fourth Schedule - Single Basket Income

• Rules 13E for computation of Capital gain on
disposal of securities under Section 37 A should
also be applicable on Fourth Schedule of the
Income tax ordinance, 2001

• Withdrawal of Federal Insurance Fee on
Insurance premium.

• Personal Lines / Micro insurance products of
Insurance Companies should be exempted from
Federal Excise Duty.

• Tax credit should be allowed to individuals on
Personal lines / Micro insurance products (i.e.
Personal Accident, Travel, Householders, and
Private Motors etc.) premium   payments.

• Rate of Minimum Tax u/s 113 should be reduced
and minimum
tax paid in case of   ‘Nil’ tax payable, should be
allowed to be adjusted from tax liability of
subsequent years.

• Additional payment for delayed refunds under
Section 171, should become due from the date
of deemed assessment order under section 120
and not from the date of refund order.

• Provident Funds and Gratuity Funds should be
exempted from obtaining exemption certificates.

• Amendment in Section 149 of the Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001. Employer should be able to
adjust all tax credits allowed to employees.

• Recommendation to delete clause 6E in Fourth
Schedule, which authorizes the Commissioner

to examine and amend the amount of income in
the financial statements.  Since these financial
statements are duly examined and audited by
auditors approved by the SECP, the second
examination of claims and commission paid is
unnecessary.

• Exorbitant Stamp duties on marine line of
business to be rolled back

 
IAP Comments on Finance Bill 2022
 

The Finance Bill 2022 presented in the National
Assembly on Friday 10th June 2022 carried proposed
amendments in Income Tax Ordinance which will
adversely impact the Insurance Industry of Pakistan.
The following Industry recommendations were
shared with Ministry of Finance, Ministry of
Commerce, FBR, SECP and FPCCI on 15th June
2022.
 
i. Withdrawal of tax credit for investment in
shares and Insurance (Section 62)
 

Tax credit for investment in Life Insurance
should be retained. Life Insurance is a key savings
and investment vehicle available to the public at
large. Pakistan’s low savings and investment rate is
a major reason for its underdevelopment. Pakistan
is behind regional peers and world average in the
critical indicator of Investment to GDP ratio. While
Pakistan’s investment to GDP ratio stands at less
than 15% of GDP, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and India’s
investment to GDP ratio is around 30% and above.
A tax credit on life insurance should be viewed as
a significant tool of savings and investment for
people, besides helping in improving financial
inclusion objectives of the Government of Pakistan.
There is need to further incentivize investment in
Life Insurance through continued income tax credit
and removal of provincial sales tax. The Insurance
Industry - both life and Non-life are a large player
of Capital and Money Market and Currently have
placement of Nearly Rs. 2 trillion collectively.
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ii. Withdrawal of tax credit for investment in
Health Insurance (Section 62A)
 

Tax credit for investment in Health Insurance
should be retained. Health Insurance provides access
to quality healthcare and helps reduce the
Government’s burden of providing health services
for general public. Through a small income tax credit
for taxpayers buying health insurance the practice
should continue to be encouraged by all possible
means so that this relief may be availed by a broad
spectrum of our population.

iii. Insertion of new section 4C “Tax on high
earning persons for poverty alleviation”
 

Section 4C should not be applicable to Insurance
Companies. The proposed tax for poverty alleviation
for tax year 2022 at the rate of 1-4% will be
applicable on every person whose income for the
year exceeds PKR 150 million. This tax will also
apply to insurance companies, petroleum and other
exploration and extraction companies and banking
companies who are otherwise liable to specialized
taxation under their respective schedules. Insurance
companies in addition to 29% corporate income tax
will now be liable for poverty alleviation tax on
income not profit. Insurance Companies pay
substantial claims and claims related expenses such
as surveys/ risk assessments, and operate on very
thin margins. Being an industry directly proportional
to overall economic activity in the country, the
slowed economy provides no room for additional
tax.

iv. An amount in excess of 50% of contribution
made by a person to an approved gratuity fund,
an approved pension fund or an approved
superannuation fund is proposed to be an
inadmissible deduction (Section 21, new Clause
(ea)

 Contributions in full by employers to pension
and gratuity funds should be allowed. Tax
admissibility should be restored in full. Without a
state pension scheme for the private sector, employers
providing pension and gratuity benefits to their
employees should not be discouraged. Contributions
should be allowed to be deducted from admissible
tax computations. The proposed amendment through
Finance Bill 2022 is going to adversely impact the
practice of providing pension and gratuity benefits
from employers to employees with many employers
discontinuing such programs and new companies
not seeing any incentive to offer them.

v. Carry forward and adjustment of the excess
amount of minimum tax paid under section 113(1)
over and above the normal tax liability for 5
years is withdrawn

Carry forward and adjustment of the excess
amount of minimum tax paid under section 113(1)
over and above the normal tax liability should be
restored. This particular clause when introduced
was much appreciated as it was targeted to encourage
the corporate sector to declare profits and taxable
income allowing them to adjust the minimum tax
paid in previous years when their business was not
doing well. But now owing to withdraw of this
clause it is likely to lead to litigations, especially in
respect of minimum tax paid till date and where
vested right for carrying forward such excess tax
has been vested. This with also create undue hardship
for taxpayers who making losses and are still required
to pay tax on the basis of turnover.

The Taxation & Legislation Committee also
deliberated on the following draft regulations at its
various meetings and finalized suggestions/
comments which were submitted to the concerned
authorities.
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18th October 2021 IAP Comments to SECP on
Insurance Information
Format later announced as
Circular No. 31 of 2021-
Statement of Performance
Information on Annual Basis
31st January 2022 I A P
Comments to SECP on
Revision of Chapter 15
(Insurance Business) of
Foreign Exchange Manual

24th March 2022 Comments  on  S .R.O.
3 6 9 ( I ) / 2 0 2 2  -  D r a f t
A m e n d m e n t s  i n  t h e
Insurance Companies (Sound
and Prudent Management)
Regulations, 2012

20th May 2022 Draft  Amendments  to
Insurance Rules, 2017
r e l a t i n g  t o  A g e n t s
Qualification Requirement

June 2022 Comments on the draft IFRS
sustainability disclosure
standards to ICAP

As this report is being printed the following sales
tax in provinces is
applicable.

Sindh Punjab KPK Baluchistan
Life 3% individual 16% from 15% from 15% from

life 13% group 1st July 1st July 1st July
life from 1st November 2021 2015
July 2019 2018

Health 13% from 16% group 1% from NA
1st July health from 1st July
2023 1st November 2021

2018

3. IAP

Digital Distribution of Insurance Products
through Emlaak Financials Portal
IAP signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
IT Minds (a CDC Company) on Friday 3rd
December 2021 to introduce insurance products on
t h e  E m l a a k  F i n a n c i a l s  P o r t a l
(https://www.emlaakfinancials.com/).

SECP had advised IAP to explore the possibility to
listing insurance products on CDC’s Emlaak
Financials Portal and Ms. Sadia Khan Commissioner
Insurance, who was present at the signing ceremony,
appreciated the insurance industry’s efforts for
exploring new mediums of outreach and distribution.

Emlaak Financials Portal currently serves mutual
funds industry by offering investors an online/ digital
platform for fund selection, investment, redemption
and payment. With addition of simple small ticket
insurance products such as health, travel, term life
etc. on Emlaak Financials Portal the idea is to utilize
an existing digital platform to market insurance
products to the digital-ready segments. The insurance
vertical of Emlaak is in the concept stage at the
moment and with knowledge-based-collaboration
with IAP and member companies, CDC envisages
to complete the insurance portal in the shortest
possible time.

IAP is aware that several member companies are
already using digital mediums to offer their products.
Emlaak Financials Portal provides an opportunity
to augment these efforts and cater to an even larger
number of potential insurance customers with the
aim of increasing insurance penetration and
awareness in Pakistan.

There is no compulsion on Members to offer their
products through the subject portal. Those members
who wish to explore this medium and want
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their products to be listed on Emlaak Financials
Portal may contact the CDC team. CDC will discuss
pricing and commercial terms individually
with companies before reaching an agreement.
As this report is being sent into printing CDC is
working on making software changes to add
insurance products in Emlaak Financials, and
insurance products are expected to be available to
general public on this portal soon.

SECP’s Suggestion to Consider Formation of a
Local Reinsurance Pool / Formation of a
Reinsurance Pool Committee

SECP through its letter dated 31st October 2019 in
the context of mitigating outflow of foreign exchange
in form of reinsurance placed aboard had
requested IAP to explore and share recommendations
on formation of a local reinsurance pool, where all
insurance companies can place those risks for which
they seek foreign reinsurance.

Subsequently the IAP Executive Committee (EC)
formed a “Reinsurance Pool Committee” comprising
of following representatives to deliberate on
creation of a local reinsurance pool and submit their
recommendations to EC on the structure, modalities
and the operating framework.

Mr. Kamran Arshad Inam, Chairman
Mr. Junaid Moti
Mr. Farrukh Aleem
Mr. Muhammad Salim Iqbal
Mr. Muhammed Rahat Sadiq
Mr. Mahmood Lotia (advisor)

SECP was intimated of these developments but it
was decided that the committee should start
deliberations after feedback is received from
SECP on their assessment/ data collection and
completion of SECP’s round of discussions with
individual insurers.However, SECP through its

letter dated 26th January 2021 said “IAP is once
again requested to provide their findings to the
Commission on the structure, modalities and
operating framework of a reinsurance pool”
Subsequently the first meeting of the “Reinsurance
Pool Committee” was held on 22nd March 2021
and a brief outline of the reinsurance pool suggested
by the IAP Reinsurance Pool Committee was
circulated among all Members for feedback till 28th
May 2021.

Feedback from only one member was received and
therefore the following message was sent to SECP
on 17th November 2021 “In continuation of our
14th July 2021 letter please note that as updated
earlier IAP requested feedback from members on
the proposed creation of a local reinsurance pool
and suggested a brief outline of the pool, however
no comments in support of the idea have yet been
received.

We feel at this stage it is not an appropriate time to
deliberate any further on the idea of creation of a
local reinsurance pool and therefore IAP is not in
a position to share findings with the Commission
on the structure,modalities and operating framework
of a reinsurance pool.”

IFRS-17 Implementation Consultancy for non-
life insurers

Continuing the subject consultancy started last year
the following training sessions were conducted this
year for all 28 participating members

September 6, 2021 Training Session on
Preparing the Gap Analysis
Report

October 12, 2021 Training Session on
“Onerous Contracts
Requirements” 
Guidance Note.
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November 11, 2021 Training Session on “Risk
Adjustment” Guidance
Note

December 28, 2021 Training Session on “Risk
Adjustment” Guidance
Note Recapped.

January 3, 2022 Training Session on 
“Development of Future
Cash Flows under IFRS-
17” Guidance Note.

May 25th and
June 1st 2022 Training Session on

“Financial Impact
Assessment Template”

The four phases of IFRS-17 Implementation defined
by the SECP are as
follows:

• Phase One: Gap Analysis (completed in
September 2021)

• Phase Two: Financial Impact Assessment
(deadline December 2022)

• Phase Three: System Design and Methodology
(timeline to be announced after completion of
phase two)

• Phase Four: Parallel Run and Implementation

The timeline for completion of the identified
“Financial Impact Assessment” has been set as 31st
December 2022, with two interim progress reports
due in June 2022 and September 2022.

4. Annual Events

8th Insurance & Takaful Week Celebrated in
Pakistan

Insurance Day is observed in Pakistan each year to
raise awareness about Insurance and various product
options available. The Insurance Day celebrations
mark how the industry has been serving millions of

people in securing things that matter them the most.
This year after a gap of two years due to COVID
19 restrictions, IAP celebrated the eighth “Insurance
& Takaful Week” from 7th February 2022 to 11th
February 2022. The Week commenced with the
publication of special supplements on insurance in
the leading newspapers followed by several events
throughout the week.

Messages, articles and interviews from the
Commissioner Insurance of SECP, IAP Executive
Committee and IAP members were the main feature
of the supplements.

Two radio ads prepared for the Insurance & Takaful
Week were aired on FM 89, FM 100 and FM 106.2
during the week, promoting motor, life and
health insurance products.

An Essay Competition with the topic “Selling
insurance has always needed a human touch, can
this change for Pakistan in the digital age?” has also
been arranged to encourage young professionals
within the industry.

The following activities could not be held this year
due to COVID-19 precautions

• Elocution Contest
• Cricket Tournament
• Table Tennis Tournament
• Family Carnival Karachi
• University Roadshows

Press Conference

IAP together with the Pakistan Insurance Institute
held a press conferenceon 8th February 2022 at
Karachi Press Club to share insurance industry
concerns with media, this sector’s economic
contribution and factors impeding its growth.
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Mr. Faisal Khan (IGI Insurance), Mr. Muhammad
Rashid (State Life Insurance), Syed Kazim Hasan
(TPL Insurance), Mr. Altaf Gokal (EFU
General), Dr. Bakht Jamal (Adamjee Life) and Mr.
N A Usmani Secretary General IAP were present.
They highlighted the key challenges being faced
by the industry on the occasion.

5. General

Meeting with CEO PII

On 2nd November 2021, Mr. Sumair Siraj Memon
was invited to discuss PII’s roadmap/ action plan
for uplifting the Institute and progress made so
far.

Mr. Sumair Siraj Memon updated the Committee
on the operational and financial assessment he has
made in the past six months (since taking the
charge as CEO PII in May 2021), highlighting that
the Institute has been operationally a loss making
entity for the past 10 years. International

conferences, IAP grant and subscriptions have been
supporting the bottom-line which too have been
unavailable for the past two years.

The Chairman thanked the CEO for the presentation
and remarked the revenue generation as the primary
concern of the Institute, in presence of
alternate options (competition) available to the
insurance companies with  respect to educational
courses for their employees, PII needs to assess
what impact any upward revision of its course fee
can have. Seminars and workshops need to be revived
with bulk of all future events/ courses to be
designed for online learning. With COVID-19 the
economic outlook is bleak  but the industry has
faced worse situations (e.g. 2015 security conditions)
but successfully invited international speakers and
conducted the PII conference, suggesting that the
present situation cannot be taken as an
excuse. He stressed the need for exploring new
opportunities/ mediums to conduct events, outreach
among insurers and imparting knowledge.


